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Introduction and Motivation

We SOPHISTs have been working as consultants and trainers in requirements engineering
(RE) for over 20 years. We support customers from many different industries, from pure
software development, insurance and banking to the planning of building installations. The
focus of our work is on the elicitation, documentation, validation and consolidation as well
as the management of requirements.

uu The history of requirements engineering
The roots of requirements engineering (RE) date back to the 1970s. At that time, it required a
great deal of effort to develop software systems. Since the needs of users were inadequately
met in many cases, systematic RE began to emerge. Thus, the software industry was the
cradle for RE, which has established itself in other sectors as well.
The first IEEE standard that defined RE more specifically followed in 1983. This became
further elaborated on the basis of lessons learned and various experiences and the latest
version, released in 2011, is ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148. The fact that the importance of RE is still
underestimated in practice is explained in the following studies:
Studies conducted by the Standish Group in 2012 and published in the CHAOS Manifesto
2013 [Chaos 13] reveal that

••
••
••

74% of all projects did not meet the deadline,
59% of all projects exceeded the budget and
on average, only 69% of the specified requirements were actually realized and
implemented.

OVERRUNS AND FEATURES
Time and cost
overruns, plus
percentage of
features delivered
from CHAOS research
for the years 2004 to
2012.
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Fig. 1: Time and budget overruns according to [Chaos 13]
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In particular, large projects with more than $10 million personnel costs often fail (38%).

2.

A study by SwissQ [SwissQ13] shows that 45.1% of respondents view the maturity level of
their RE as mediocre or weak. Also, in 65.4% of the cases there is “always” or “often” too little
time dedicated to RE. This often results in inadequate requirements. 40.2% of respondents
see the use of a defined RE process as a solution.

A requirements engineer, also called systems analyst or requirements analyst, connects
diverse areas in the context of a project. One of their main tasks is to maintain good contacts
with the relevant stakeholders of a project.

Requirements engineering has established itself in many sectors of the economy, as the
relationship between RE and successful projects increasingly manifests itself. In order to
convince you of the benefits of RE, this brochure gives you an insight into the work of a
requirements engineer and shows you how to wisely elicit and document requirements because good requirements are ultimately the basis for your project΄s success.
A heartfelt thanks goes out especially to Chris Rupp for the strategic direction and planning,
as well as to Susanne Appel and Pascal Geis for the content development and to Roland
Kluge and Alexander Holz for design and layout but also to all the other SOPHISTs who have
played their part in this brochure - the whole requirements engineering and management
book team, the technical reviewers and the discussion partners who have contributed to the
contents and the quality of this brochure.

What is Requirements Engineering?

Stakeholders are all people or organizations that are affected by the
development of a system as well as the usage and operation of the
system or product. Examples of stakeholders are users of the system,
operators of the system, developers, architects, customers and testers – hence, also people who are not involved in the development
of the system, but use it later on, keep it in service or train the usage
of the system.
The definition of stakeholders according to [CPRE 15]:

A stakeholder of a system is a person or an organization that has an
(direct or indirect) influence on the requirements of the system.
Their close contact with stakeholders allows requirements engineers to elicit and document
what the stakeholders expect and demand from a system to be developed. However, since
there is not always consensus among all stakeholders, a requirements engineer needs to
mediate between the stakeholders with a lot of tact.

= Empathy
The work of a requirements engineer involves a systematic framework known as requirements engineering.

Requirements engineering describes a systematic approach, from the
project idea and the objectives to a full set of requirements.
Yet the work of a requirements engineer does not end with the elicitation and documentation of the requirements. To ensure the quality of the requirements, they must be examined on the basis of predetermined criteria. In addition, the requirements must be agreed
on with the stakeholders in order to identify conflict areas and to resolve such conflicts.
Last but not least, it is the responsibility of the requirements engineer to manage the
agreed requirements. Indeed, in order to be able to precisely understand changes in the
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requirements or in the requirements documents, one must be able to track the life cycle of
a requirement. As such, requirements management forms an essential part of requirements
engineering.

Requirements Engineering

Elicitation

Elicit, particularize and refine
requirements.

2.1
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A Requirement

Before we discuss the various types of requirements, we should first ask ourselves what requirements actually are.
We SOPHISTs have found what we believe to be a suitable definition for a requirement,
which in practice has proven to be understandable, comprehensive and sufficiently precise:

Definition of a requirement according to SOPHIST
Documentation

Validation and
Consolidation

Requirements
Management

Describe requirements adequately,
e.g. in prose or model based.

The quality of requirements is
ensured.

Complies with requirements management; e.g. versioning requirements.

A requirement is a statement concerning a property or the performance
of a product, a process or the people involved in the process.
A requirement is therefore more than the performance to be expected of a system or product. Requirements can also refer to test cases or manuals, determine a defined procedure
or concern the qualifications of system engineers. All of these are examples of requirements
that must be met within the framework of a project.

2.2

Differentiating Requirements

Requirements describe various aspects of a system, of a procedure or of persons and
therefore come in very different forms. We describe three ways to distinguish requirements
below: the level of detail, the category and the type of requirement.

Fig. 2: The main responsibilities of a requirements engineer
In the following section we address the different types of requirements, the possible sources
of requirements and how to elicit requirements from the available sources.

2.2.1 Levels of Detail - Begin with the End in Mind
In order to describe a system to be created, it is advisable to first get an overview of the
entire system, for example by clarifying the objectives of the system, its main features and
how it is to be embedded in the business context. An abstract description is sufficient to set
the vision and it forms the uppermost level of detail of a system (specification level 0). Below
this top level of detail are four further specification levels.
By refining the rough requirements and adding further information during the system
analysis, the lower specification levels are filled with requirements until eventually enough
information is available in the form of requirements to develop the system.
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Levels

Specification
level 1

Specification
level 2

Specification
level 3

Specification
level 4

from agile procedures
Scrum

Adaptive
Lean
Software
Software
Development Development

Crystal

Requirements can also be grouped according to their nature. Based on our experiences in
the field, a classification into the following requirement types has withstood the test of time:

Rough system description, system objec- Sprint Goal Project Vision, Release Plan
Mission
tives, system overview, vision, introduc- Product Vision Project Data
Statement
tion, mission statement
Sheet
Use Case, user story (application)
Product
User Story,
Actor Goal
Epic
scenario, technical conception, functional
Specification Backlog Item, List, User Role
Theme
description, functional outline, technical
Outline
Use-Case
Model, Userequirement, organizational requirement,
Case
list of features, context boundaries
User requirement, operational concept
User Story,
description, operational requirements
Technical User
description, interface requirements specifi- Story, Backlog
cation, specification sheet, target concept, Item, Acceprough specification, operational requiretance Criteria,
ment, test cases, list of features
Definition of
Done
Detailed user requirements, technical
Technical User
requirements, interface overview, interface Story, Backlog
description, system segment specification,
Item, Accepinterface requirements specification, system tance Criteria,
requirements, detailed specifications, test
Definition of
cases, list of features
Done

User interface
requirements

Technical User Qualifier, Test Architecture
Story, Backlog
Case
Description,
Item, AccepTest Case
tance Criteria,
Definition of
Done
Test Case

Architecture
Description,
Test Case

Fig. 3: Levels of detail
The specification levels described here are relevant for different stakeholders. For management, a glance at the top-level specification is usually enough to grasp the overall scope and
objectives of the system, as well as the supporting business processes.
At the middle specification levels (2-3), the technical (sub)processes are defined. In addition,
tasks can be assigned to the participants in the process. The middle specification levels
therefore are the most interesting for the functional departments.
Architects and developers also deal with the lowest specification level, level 4, which separates the system in question into software and hardware or other respective components and
where technical details can be found.
For a full description of the system, all specification levels should be specified in such a way
that sufficient information is available to all project members. That does not mean, however,
that every single requirement needs to be refined all the way down to specification level 4.

Quality
requirements

Technological
constraints
Functional
requirements

Product
User Story,
Common
Specification Backlog Item,
Domain
Outline
Use-Case,
Model, Test
Iteration Plan, Case, Iteration
Qualifier, Test
Plan
Case

Component requirements, technical
Technical
Technical
requirements, interface overview, interface
User Story,
User Story,
description, software requirement specifi- Backlog Item, Backlog Item,
cation, interface design description, require- Acceptance Acceptance
ments specification, detailed specifications,
Criteria
Criteria
module requirements, test cases
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Assigned terminologies
from conventional procedures
e.g.
RUP or V-Model

Specification
level 0

What is Requirements Engineering?

Requirements for
other deliverables

Legal / contractual
requirements
Activities and services
Fig. 4: Types of requirements

= functional requirements
= non-functional requirements

In this subdivision, the rough subdivision in functional requirements and non-functional
requirements is reflected.
As such, functional requirements describe

•

actions that are carried out autonomously by a system,

•

interactions between the system and a user or another system

•

or general, functional agreements and restrictions.

Every requirement that is no functional requirement, is non-functional.
The non-functional requirements can be roughly grouped into two categories:

•

Requirements that describe the system functionalities and features in detail and

•

requirements that pertain to organizational aspects related to the system
development.

Technological requirements, quality requirements and user interface requirements usually
relate to a function within the system.
Non-functional requirements for other deliverables, requirements for activities and services
and legal and contractual requirements go more across systems or are project-related.
Detailed information on the types of requirements can be found in [Rupp14].
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Why do you need non-functional requirements?

uu

The elicitation and documentation of non-functional requirements takes a lot of effort.
Therefore, they are, unfortunately, often neglected in practice, although they are essential
for the project΄s success.
Only when you elicit the non-functional requirements in addition to the functional requirements do you get

•

a complete requirements specification
A complete requirements specification also includes non-functional requirements. Architects and developers rely on this information to properly implement
the system, especially when it comes to the required performance of the system.

•

satisfied customers
In particular, good quality requirements and requirements for the user interface
turn customers into satisfied customers.

•

reliable planning and legal certainty
Requirements for various deliverables, for actions to be carried out, as well as legal and contractual requirements determine what is expected of which party
throughout the course of a project. This allows potential litigation to be absorbed
beforehand.

Non-functional requirements help all stakeholders to gain more clarity regarding the system
and the development process.

2.3

Sources of Requirements

Requirements describe all functional and non-functional aspects of a system and thus form
the basis for the success of a project or system. The question is, however, how to arrive at
the requirements.
There are basically three different sources of requirements:

•
•

Stakeholders: Persons or institutions who directly or indirectly impact the system.

•

Systems: It is often helpful to analyze a previous system or a competing product.

Documents: Laws, standards, manuals or other documentation may be used to
determine requirements.

What is Requirements Engineering?
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2.3.1 Stakeholders as Sources
Our experience has shown that stakeholders possess a lot of knowledge - customers often
have visions of what a system should be able to do. Users can provide information regarding
system operation. Architects and developers know what is feasible. This knowledge is often
anchored in many different minds, and the challenge of the requirements engineer is to
gather all the information and arrive at a consensus so that in the end all the necessary
requirements have been documented and are accepted by all parties.
The first step is to find out who the relevant stakeholders are since it is not advisable to
take too many stakeholders on board from the point of view of time and costs alone. Each
group of relevant stakeholders, for example users, buyers, testers, system architects, etc.
should be represented by a maximum of two people. Which person is best suited from each
group depends on many factors. The first point to clarify is what kind of knowledge each
stakeholder possesses and who is available. Such information can only be obtained through
good communication.
In order not to lose any of the stakeholders΄ knowledge and to share it with other people, it
is advisable to write the stakeholders down in a list. It should be saved so that all authorized
persons can access it at any time.

Which information belongs in a stakeholder list?

uu

Only important information should be found in a stakeholder list because it quickly becomes confusing otherwise. Which information is useful and important for a project can vary.
From our experience, however, we can report that the following attributes have proven to
be the backbone of a stakeholder list:

•

Stakeholder΄s name

•

Function in the company or role in the project

•

Stakeholder΄s contact details

•

Availability: When and how can the stakeholder be reached

•

Knowledge: Field and scope

•

Relevance of the stakeholder

•

Stakeholder΄s interest in and objectives for the system

These attributes are all depicted in the stakeholder list.
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Function

Name

Contact

Librarian,
Library
Director

Mr. Bauer

Phone
409000

Administrator
(maintenance
& training
staff )

Mr. Heiner

Product owner

Paul
Ottmer

Heiner@
gmx.net

po@ottmer.
de

Availability

What is Requirements Engineering?

Knowledge

Reachable by phone
Knows the
from 9:00-19:00, actipredecessor
ve cooperation 30% system as a user,
possible, Nuremberg
should work
with the system
Always reachable
via email, availability
50%, Nuremberg

During the day via
email and phone,
availability 100%,
Nuremberg

Interest & objectives Relevance
Simplification of the
borrowing processes

Specialist
decision-maker

Role
Name
Age
Family status

Familiar with
comparable
administration
software

Stable system,
minimal maintenance

Coordinator for
stakeholder input

Ensure ROI for
the system

Delivers
information
regarding
maintenance
requirements
Decision-maker
as coordinator
of stakeholder
requirements

Salary
Residence
Origin
Activities

Fig. 5: Stakeholder list
In order to capture the relevant information on key stakeholders quickly, a stakeholder list
should be as short as possible and as comprehensive as necessary. If you manage to include
a representative of each stakeholder group in your list in the requirements analysis, this will
be a great help to you during the project, when it comes to determining the requirements
as completely as possible. If none of the stakeholders of a group can be nabbed, a persona
serves as a substitute.

uu

Tommaso Zanolla
34
married, 2 children
low
outside of the city
Italy
Managing procurement and inventory
Is responsible for ensuring that enough food and drinks are available during the week. In addition, he is also responsible for the
inventory.

Place orders
Orders that do not involve food are entered onto a prescribed
form.
Goals

Centralized procurement
Wants to access the “Suppliers Table” at any time.
Display stocks
Wants the system to show the inventory.
Comparison shopping
The cook wants to have a price comparison of the products when
shopping.

Incentives

From experience and market research data, archetypal users are first extracted based on age
or gender and are then further described in more details.
To design a realistic persona, along with attributes such as name, function / role, knowledge
and goals, personal characteristics are also helpful. A photo of the persona and their age,
hobbies, likes and dislikes, family status and residence breathe life into them.

Cook

Prepare dish
The cook prepares the dish ordered.

What are personas?

Personas are fictive characters that are based on data from market research, surveys and
lessons learned and describe the various objectives and observed behavioral patterns of
potential stakeholders. Thus, they can represent a group of stakeholders, such as the users
of a system.
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Online shopping
Since he has little time to go shopping, he prefers online shopping.
His children
In his free time, he enjoys being with his children the most.

Fig. 6: Example persona
A persona helps to determine the requirements of absent stakeholders by considering the
perspective of the persona as representative for a group of stakeholders, when collecting
data regarding the requirements and documentation of their opinion.
In addition to stakeholders and personas, documents are also an important source of
requirements.
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2.3.2 Documents as Sources

The attributes should be determined completely and, if necessary, supplemented.

Documents often contain relevant information, from which requirements can be deduced.
Universally valid documents such as norms, standards or legal texts can tremendously
influence the course of the project, for example when specific development standards are
demanded. Moreover, there are industry or organization specific documents, such as bug
reports or training documentation from the predecessor system, specifications or documentation for business processes that can serve as a source.
Once again, all relevant documents should be managed in a list. Helpful attributes for a
document list are

•

Document name

•

Document status

•

Document type

•

Contact person (if available)

•

Storage location

•

Content

•

Level of confidentiality

A document list can look like the following:

Name
Document status
Document type
Contact
Storage location
Content

This makes work easier for everybody involved. Existing contacts for documents should be
kept up-to-date in the stakeholder list.

2.3.3 Systems as Sources
Systems in operation can be predecessor systems, as well as competitive or neighboring
systems.
Lessons learned with these systems help to determine requirements - be it when you expand
or change a system, or a new development.

•

You want to understand the processes of a system, but have no documentation
on hand? The analysis of a (predecessor) system will help you gain a better
understanding.

•

A system should be redeveloped? Have a look at your competitors΄ systems and
decide for yourself which functions and non-functional aspects are relevant for
you.

•

You have interfaces to neighboring systems? Analyze the interface systems in
order to obtain an insight into what data you need to provide and what you
receive.

•

You need support systems to build your system? Examine potential support systems in order to build the ideal system for you.

Document 1

Document 2

Online help for university
catalog COPAC

User manual for university catalog
COPAC

Release

Final

Online help

User guide

•

Name

TU Denkhausen

TU Denkhausen

•

System type

www.tud-bib-support.de

C:\Users\All\COPAC\Handbuch
www.tud-bib-support.de/handbuch

•

Development status

Search function
Reservation for objects on
loan
Extension for objects on loan
Creating bibliographies /
checklists

Search function
Connection to essay DB Bavaria
Search engine plugin for browser
Reservation for objects on loan
Extension for objects on loan
Creating bibliographies / checklists

•

Source

•

Usage

•

Content

Fig. 7: Example of a document list
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Manage all relevant systems in a system list, in which the important attributes are given, in
order to determine and manage important aspects at a glance.
In doing so, the following system characteristics should, if possible, be recorded:

This results in a system list similar to the following one:
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Name
System type
Development status
Sources

Usage
Content

Fig. 8: Example of a system list

University catalog COPAC
Competitor system
Release: Version 3.0
Support until 01.11.2017
User guide
Usage statistics for TU Denkhausen
Online help www.tud-bib-support.de

Elicitation of Requirements

3.
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Elicitation of Requirements

Having identified all the relevant information sources, documented the information in lists
and stored it so that it is accessible to all relevant persons, the sources for eliciting requirements are now utilized. Elicitation techniques are used to reach the relevant information.
Elicitation techniques can be divided into four categories:

•

Creativity techniques

Export all catalog data in XML

•

Observation techniques

Search function
Connection to essay DB Bavaria
Search engine plugin for browser
Reservation for objects on loan
Extension for objects on loan
Creating bibliographies / checklists

•

Survey techniques

•

Document-centric techniques

Moreover, support techniques (as e.g. mindmapping, SOPHIST Set of REgulations or Scenarios) will be of use.
Whatever elicitation techniques you choose depends, among other things, on the requirement category. We use the findings from research into customer satisfaction conducted by
Dr. Noriaki Kano when classifying requirements.

3.1

Requirement Categories According to Kano - 		
Stakeholder Satisfaction

For eliciting requirements it is essential to know what impact requirements have on the
stakeholder satisfaction. Dr. Noriaki Kano introduced the so-called Kano Model, which
divides the features of a product in the following three categories, as early as 1978:

•

Basic factors are naturally presupposed features. If basic factors are not implemented in a product, this leads to massive dissatisfaction on the part of the customer - the success of the product is endangered. Basic factors are taken for
granted by a stakeholder and therefore the stakeholder will not address them
explicitly. Basic factors are attributable to subconscious knowledge.
Basic factors are determined primarily using observation and document-centric
techniques, by which you can get information that was not “pre-filtered” by stakeholders and sorted out as being obvious.

•

Performance factors are consciously expected system features. The more performance factors are present, the more satisfied the customer is with the product.
Performance factors are quite present in the stakeholder΄s consciousness (conscious knowledge). Therefore, in surveys regarding system requirements performance factors are often mentioned first. Survey techniques are therefore your
first choice when investigating.

22
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•

Elicitation of Requirements

Excitement factors are the features of a product that the customer does not know
about beforehand and discovers only during use as a pleasant surprise. Stakeholders are not aware of them (unconscious knowledge), yet they lead to aboveaverage enthusiasm on the part of the customer.
Excitement factors are determined primarily using creativity techniques, as you
best can create an atmosphere that favors new ideas and innovations in this
context.
Customer
delighted

Excitement factors

Over time, excitement
factors turn into performance factors and
eventually into basic
factors

Performance factors

Expectations
exceeded
Expectations not
fulfilled

Basic factors

3.2

Creativity Techniques

23

*

In order to develop new, innovative ideas and the first visions of a system, you need to break
away from conventional thought processes in order to let the creative juices flow and to also
link unfamiliar concepts. An important aspect of this is to establish a suitable environment
for creativity. Only in this way can sinking in a creative chaos be avoided.

3.2.1 Brainstorming
A widespread technique for encouraging creativity in a group of stakeholders is brainstorming. With this elicitation technique, a group of 5-10 people gathers together ideas in a fixed
time frame. Every idea is first written down without review by a moderator, no matter how
crazy or unusual it may seem. Since all participants in a brainstorming session are exposed
to all the ideas, they can use the ideas of the other participants to develop their own new
ideas. After the prescribed time has elapsed, the collected ideas are subjected to a detailed
analysis.
Brainstorming is most effective when different stakeholder groups participate and good
group dynamics are present. When participants encourage each other to find new ideas,
brainstorming can be a lot of fun and often leads to good results.
If the group feels inhibited, however, creativity is blocked. The moderator definitely must
make sure therefore that the collection phase is free from criticism and negative comments
because that is how good ideas get lost.

Time*

Customer
disappointed

Fig. 9: Kano model
When excitement factors catch on in the marketplace, more and more producers start to
offer similar features. Customers begin to get used to the features and, over the course of
time, excitement factors turn into performance factors and ultimately basic factors. This
means that, in order to remain a market leader, you need to always remain creative.

and keep your customers happy
Below we will show you a selection of elicitation techniques for the respective categories.

Brainstorming paradox is a variation of brainstorming. With this variation, the idea is to
gather ideas on objectives that are NOT to be reached. Examples are: “What do we need to
do so that the project fails?” or “How do we ensure that our product is a flop?”. The procedure
for generating ideas is the same. The main difference becomes clear when we analyze the
results. In the case of brainstorming paradox, measures are primarily developed on how the
results obtained can be prevented.
In order to include other perspectives when brainstorming, it may be worthwhile, in addition
to the professional stakeholders, to involve other people. For example, a working student,
the facility manager or a trainee can provide new input since they are less bogged down in
prevailing thought patterns and processes.

24
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3.2.2 Method 6-3-5

3.3

The 6-3-5 method is a creative technique in written form, by which six participants each
note down three ideas on a piece of paper and pass on this note to their neighbor after
a fixed time period. The new piece of paper with the neighbor΄s three ideas is a source of
inspiration and thus stimulates the participants to find new ideas, which in turn are listed.
This is repeated until each participant has had each list once, in effect five times. Following
this, the ideas from all the pieces of paper are collected and evaluated jointly.

Our practical experience has shown that many stakeholders are indeed knowledge providers, yet they have difficulty explaining this knowledge. Moreover, it is sometimes a big
problem that the stakeholders do not have enough available time. If you are confronted with
such problems - and that is probably the case in every project - we recommend the use of
observation techniques, in particular for determining basic factors.

The 6-3-5 method has some advantages, especially compared to brainstorming. As a written
exchange it can be readily used to avoid emerging conflicts even in the case of difficult
group dynamics and distributed teams. Moreover 6-3-5 is easier to cope with, especially
for less experienced moderators, because, unlike brainstorming, a lot of ideas are not being
thrown around the room at the same time that need to be written down by the moderator.
The aim of the method is primarily to develop existing ideas, but new ideas should not be
categorically ruled out.
The disadvantage of the 6-3-5 method is that collective creativity in writing cannot be as
lively as direct, verbal communication. Particularly for low-key participants this can, however, be very productive.

Observation Techniques

Observation techniques involve the requirements engineer observing a stakeholder, usually
a system user, while he works. The work steps are written down and an analysis is made
of which work processes are relevant to the stakeholder. The stakeholder can also play an
active role in order to impart his knowledge or demonstrate something to the requirements
engineer.
Observation techniques work only if there is a system in which work processes / application
processes can be well observed. However, the requirements engineer should, in this case, be
aware that in doing so the actual situation is analyzed, which may result in documentation
of obsolete technologies or processes in need of improvement.

3.3.1 Field Observation
When it comes to field observation, the requirements engineer captures the activities of
the stakeholder, including their temporal dependencies, as well as often unconsciously
carried out work steps, which belong to complex processes. From the perspective of the
requirements engineer, it is useful to familiarize himself with the working environment of
the stakeholder in advance. To capture all relevant aspects and yet be able to understand
everything in retrospect, the use of video recordings has proven itself valuable. However,
this and the reuse of the recordings must be discussed with the stakeholder and the project
manager.
The stakeholder carries out his work steps as usual and the requirements engineer observes them without the work processes being interrupted with questions and explanations.
This allows processes and deviations from given processes to be effectively uncovered.
The information gathered usually corresponds with basic factors, but in some cases with
performance factors.
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3.3.2 Apprenticing

3.4

Apprenticing denotes the learning of new stakeholder activities under supervision. This
helps the requirements engineer to get an accurate picture of the work processes - especially if these are hard to observe.

The most commonly used elicitation technique is survey techniques, during which stakeholders are specifically asked about their wishes and needs. Performance factors, in particular,
can be determined since these are usually very present in the minds of the stakeholders
(conscious knowledge). The success of survey techniques is highly dependent on the linguistic skills of the participants, especially non-functional aspects are difficult to put into words.
΄Survey techniques΄ includes the performing of both oral and written methods.

Using the findings, the requirements engineer is able to derive detailed requirements for
support systems, as well as test cases and potential error cases. However, only the actual
process is analyzed, requirements for the target process are left out.
Apprenticing is suitable when processes that are difficult to observe should be followed.
These often require an explanation from an experienced stakeholder. Giving another person
instructions is usually an effective technique for stakeholders who otherwise cannot put
their knowledge into words very well. Afterwards, by working alone on the system the
requirements engineer collects valuable experience and information.
However, that is exactly the catch to this elicitation technique due to the fact that, especially
in critical systems such as air traffic control, operation by the requirements engineer can
cause danger, making it therefore impracticable. In addition, it costs the requirements engineer, in particular, but also the apprenticing stakeholder a considerable amount of time and
expense, and is therefore only profitable for longer-term projects.

Survey Techniques

3.4.1 Interview
The classic form of elicitation techniques is the interview. The requirements engineer asks
one or more stakeholders questions and records their answers. Interviews exist in various
forms:

•

Standardized interview:

---•

The exact wording of each question must be kept.
All possible answers are considered in advance.

Partly-standardized interview:

--•

The order of the questions is determined in advance.

The interview consists of a predetermined and an open part.
The open part of the interview allows for free questions and answers.

Non-standardized interview:

--

Only the topic or a rough guideline is set down.

--

Existing sets of questions can be used.

The difference therefore is based on the degrees of freedom with which the interview is
conducted. Depending on the focus, one then consciously chooses one of the interview
types mentioned. A standardized interview is useful for collecting data from multiple stakeholders on a specific subject in order to obtain a statistical analysis, while a non-standardized
interview allows for individual conversation.
This may, on the one hand, lead to very good results, especially when the speaking skills of
the requirements engineer are well developed. On the other hand, it carries an inherent risk
that you may deviate too much from the real issue at hand and wind up at the end without
any result, i.e. requirements.
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A good interview is characterized by the fact that it is well-prepared. Both parties should
have dealt with the topic prior to the interview. The interviewer must therefore inform the
stakeholders in advance about the topic of the interview and clarify the location and the
duration of the interview.
The questions in the open part of an interview should be formulated to be as neutral as possible - leading questions falsify the results of the interview and may cause the stakeholder to
reveal less, or even no information at all if he feels manipulated.
A well-managed interview can bring excellent results due to the fact that secondary aspects
can be taken up and specific points can be responded to immediately. However, since an
interview takes a lot of time, including the preparation and review, selecting the right interview partner is crucial. Draw on your stakeholder list and pick out the representatives who
can provide you with the maximum amount of relevant information for each stakeholder
role.

3.4.2 Questionnaire
A questionnaire provides a way to survey stakeholders on paper. Depending on the objective, a questionnaire may contain open and closed questions. Open questions provide the
stakeholders more opportunities to answer and are therefore sure to uncover opportunities
for improvement, while closed questions are automatically evaluated and are therefore
particularly suitable for surveying numerous stakeholders.
The success of using questionnaires depends heavily on whether and how seriously the
surveyed stakeholders fill out the questionnaire. You should therefore ensure that all stakeholders know the benefits to be obtained from the answers and are motivated to answer the
questions truthfully. Experience also shows that important questions should be asked at the
beginning of the questionnaire, otherwise you run the risk that they are left unanswered if
someone does not fill out the questionnaire completely.
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Document-centric Techniques

The desire to further develop a system may lead to the realization that domain-specific
business logic was used in the old system, but that it is largely unknown to the staff. There
are various reasons for this. Perhaps the system was not developed in-house. Employees
who were involved in the development have long since left the company, etc. This means
that sometimes only the system itself and its documentation are left as requirement sources.
With document-centric techniques, you can determine very well how the functionalities
of a system are implemented. Thus, you get information about already implemented
performance factors and even basic factors that have been completely internalized by
stakeholders and are therefore no longer spoken of in interviews, for example. Before using
document-centric techniques, determine which parts of the old system should be transferred to the new system and which parts are to be redeveloped.

3.5.1 System Archeology
When it comes to the system archeology, you use the existing system itself or the associated
documentation, e.g. user manuals, online tutorials, strategy papers or possibly even code,
in order to get an overview of the behavior of the system and filter out requirements using
extraction techniques [John03]. Keep it in the back of your mind that these requirements are
based on the actual situation and assess whether these requirements are still valid.
Start with documents from which the features of the system are as easy as possible to see,
such as the user manual or old test cases. This approach also enables you to gain a first overview of the professional domain. Should questions still remain unanswered after analyzing
these “introductory documents” or you need more details, you still have the opportunity to
analyze other documentation on lower specification levels all the way down to the code.

3.5.2 Reuse
If a similar system has already been developed, often requirements and other artifacts
can be reused from the previous project. Check which artifacts - especially requirement
documents - are available from the previous project. Especially repetitive processes, such as
“Search” or “Save” are ideal candidates for reuse.
With a little preparation, the effort required for reuse, especially to find relevant requirements
of sufficient quality, is greatly reduced. For example, on an appropriate level of abstraction
(like use cases or test cases) you can generalize and put requirements into an experience
database. That way, the requirements only need to be adapted to the project specifics in
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the next project. Although this causes extra work initially, going to the effort of determining
and describing already known functionalities can be omitted in the follow-up projects in the
best case scenario.
In addition to the previously mentioned elicitation techniques, there exist a number of other
techniques that cannot be explained at this point for sheer lack of space. More information
can be found in [Rupp14].
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Elicitation Techniques in Project Reality

The theory of elicitation techniques presented so far is easy to learn. Selecting the approriate
elicitation method, however, is not always easy, since it is influenced by many factors. These
factors have been summarized in the matrix on page 32 (see Fig. 10).
The matrix is based on our experiences from project activities and numerous discussions.
Depending on the project itself, your evaluation criteria may change or other factors can play
an important role. Therefore it is especially important to understand the basic idea behind
the matrix.

uu

How is the selection matrix used for elicitation techniques?

See also 3.1 requirement categories according to Kano
1.

Decide in advance what kind of knowledge (unconscious, subconscious or conscious
knowledge) you want to collect in order to reduce the choices already in the first step.
By doing so, you determine whether creativity, observation, survey or document-centric
techniques should be applied.

2.

Analyze the influencing factors that are present. Highlight the three or four key influencing factors in the table which are most pronounced in your project.

3.

Now look for the elicitation techniques from the group formed in step 1 that have the
highest rating for you with respect to the factors from step 2.

In order to fully collect all requirements, basic, performance and excitement factors need to
be determined. This usually happens only by employing a mix of elicitation techniques.
Moreover, we recommend the use of support techniques such as video or audio recordings,
prototyping and reducing processes to their basic terms in order to safely reach your target.
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Interview
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Questionnaire

-

Apprenticing

-

Method 6-3-5

Stakeholders lack motivation (to participate actively)

Brainstorming

Field observation

not recommended

Change of perspective

-

Human influences
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A lot of information can be collected through the successful use of elicitation techniques.
The documentation of this information not only serves to make this knowledge available to
all project participants, but it also helps to structure the accumulated knowledge. When it
comes to the type of documentation, you have the choice between natural language and
requirement models, or a mixture of both.

uu

Natural language vs. model-based requirements

Both natural language and model-based documentation have advantages and disadvantages. Natural language documentation is characterized by the fact that it is not necessary to
learn special notation because natural language is understandable for everybody. Moreover,
natural language is suitable for the documentation of any kind of requirements. However,
caution is required because natural language is often ambiguous or misleading.
Model-based requirements documentation, however, lends itself very well to look at the
system from different perspectives one-by-one and isolated, for instance the purely structural view of the data to be processed, the functional view of workflows or the behavioral
perspective, which illuminates, among other things, system responses to events.
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Thanks to the compact and, for the experienced reader, clearly understandable depiction,
misunderstandings can be avoided. The disadvantages, however, are obvious - the corresponding notation has to be learned by everyone involved. In order to present complex
issues using models, a single chart type is usually not sufficient. Models are therefore not
universally applicable.
A common approach in practice is to combine model-based and natural language requirements in order to take advantage of both forms.

4.1

Mixed Documentation for Requirements the STABLE Approach

The STABLE technique developed by SOPHIST GmbH (STructure and Administrate Requirements Better, Legibly and Efficiently) is a tried-and-tested approach, which supports the
systematic structuring of functional requirements. The starting point here is a use case
analysis, a type of system analysis by which the system under consideration is broken down
into behavioral elements from coarse to fine.
It begins with a collection of use cases that abstractly describe the system functionality from
the user perspective. Through further analysis these become more detailed. Here finer use
cases, activities or states are helpful. Often, the results of this analysis will be documented in
the form of UML diagrams. For further information on UML diagrams and use case analysis
see [Rupp12].

[Rupp14] gives you assistance by describing the necessary steps from the use case analysis
towards an outline structure.
STABLE helps you to create a simple structure for your functional requirements. In this
structure, you can also classify non-functional requirements, provided they are assignable
to a use case, an action or a state. The resulting outline structure thus forms the basis of
your requirements specification for natural language as well as model-based requirements.
Below we will look a bit more closely at the documentation of requirements in natural
language.

4.2

The Requirements Template - A Tool for All Cases

The SOPHIST requirements template is a blueprint that defines the structure of a single
requirement sentence. The structure of the individual requirements is hence unified and you
can already tell at first glance whether or not important “components” are missing. Particularly when specifying in a foreign language, a prescribed requirements framework can make
it easier to overcome uncertainties.
Using the requirements template is easy to learn and reduces unwanted linguistic effects
since the syntax for writing a requirement is already provided. Compared to arbitrarily formulated prose requirements, the quality of the requirements is already visible after the first
application. The SOPHIST requirements template for functional requirements has become
an integral part of most requirements engineering processes in companies and corresponds
to the FunctionalMASTER.

Step 1:
Define degree of
legal obligation

The results are then collected and put almost 1: 1 into an outline, which can then form the
chapter structure for natural language requirements.

The system

Reserve item to
be borrowed
Library system
Create reservation

Customer

Cancel reservation

-

<system>

SHOULD

PROVIDE <actor>
WITH THE
ABILITY TO

WILL

BE ABLE TO

Step 4:
Identify object

<process verb> <object>

Bibliothekssystem
Kunde
suchen

Leihobjekt
reservieren

7.3.1 Create reservation

Librarian

[<condition>]

Leihobjekt
verleihen

Process reservation

SHALL

7.2 Search for customer
7.3 Reserve item to be borrowed
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7.3.2 Process reservation
7.3.3 Cancel reservation

Fig. 12: Transfer from use cases into the outline - the creation of the basic structure

Step 3:
Define type of functionality

Step 2:
Identify functionality

Fig. 13: FunctionalMASTER
Based on our practical experiences, we have further developed the concept in order to cover,
in addition to the functional requirements, also non-functional requirements and conditions
with our template. For further details about the FunctionalMASTER, its application for
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specifying in English, and our new templates, see our brochure “MASTER - Schablonen für
alle Fälle” [SOPHIST13] and Requirements-Engineering und Management [Rupp14].

4.3

Eliminate Linguistic Effects The SOPHIST Set of REgulations

The use of a requirements template in combination with the SOPHIST Set of REgulations
will help you to reduce linguistic defects when formulating your requirements. But what are
linguistic defects and where do they come from?

4.3.1 Linguistic Effects
Everyone perceives their environment differently - psychologists claim that the subjective
reality of the individual differs from the existing reality. The personal knowledge of the
individual is reflected in the totality of their perceptions. This is influenced by social characteristics, knowledge and lessons learned.
Once people communicate their knowledge, transformation processes take place that are
dependent on how the speaker assesses the situation and how his counterparts, which
knowledge they, for instance, presuppose the other to possess or how confident they feel
about their knowledge.
Knowledge passes thus from its creation until its absorption by the requirements engineer
through different phases of transformation:

•

Perceptual transformation: Every individual perceives reality differently.

•

Representational transformation: A modification occurs when knowledge is put
into language.

These transformation processes may result in a loss or a corruption of the information.
Perceptual transformations cannot be resolved - if information was not perceived by a
stakeholder, even the best requirements engineer will not be able to conjure it up - but the
impact can be compensated for by interviewing more than one person on the same matter,
so as to obtain an overall picture.
Representational transformations, however, can be very easily resolved - the precondition
is that the requirements engineer knows the possible transformation types and their consequences. This is where the SOPHIST Set of REgulations comes in. It is essentially based
on the meta model of language used in neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) [Bandler75]
[Bandler94].
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Categories of representational transformation according to 		
Bandler and Grinder

Bandler and Grinder, the fathers of neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) distinguish between
three “modes of transformation”: deletion, generalization and distortion.

DELETION is an indicator of
incomplete information.

De

G

DISTORTION is an indicator of
falsified statements.

Di

GENERALIZATION is an indicator of
erroneous broad-based statements.
Fig. 14: Classification of linguistic effects
Deletion: Through the process of deletion, the amount of information with which we are
confronted is reduced to proportions with which we can deal. When sharing information, we
subconsciously wipe away those aspects which we consider to be “self-evident”, irrelevant
or assume to be known by the information recipient, for example, so as not to bore them,
which naturally makes sense in a social context. For the documentation of requirements for
a system, however, important information can get lost by means of deletion.
Generalization: The process of generalization occurs when one-time experiences are transferred to other, similar situations and contexts, and these are thus assumed to be generally
valid. In the context of systems analysis, special cases and error cases frequently get lost.
Distortion: When it comes to distortion, reality is modified or tampered with by describing a
situation with expressions that do not correspond to the situation. For example, a sequence
such as a user logging on to library system by entering specific login information, the user΄s
authentication and verification of their borrowing privileges could be simply summarized
with the word “login”. Each distortion can destroy information and, as such, has implicitly the
same effect as deletion.
Although it is not possible to strictly assign all linguistic effects to only one category with
this subdivision, nevertheless this classification has proven in practice to be useful.
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Each of the transformation categories – deletion, generalization and distortion – is reflected
in specific linguistic effects. Effects can lead to requirements of inferior quality. However, not
all effects result in actual defects.
You should therefore decide for yourself, if a linguistic effect poses a problem and should
therefore be remedied – then, in your perspective, the effect is an actual defect. The distinction depends on certain determining factors. A major point is the level of detail of the
requirements you are currently writing.
Linguistic effects are quite normal and not always avoidable when writing generic requirements (Specification level 0 and 1). When writing more detailed requirements (Specification
level 2 - 4), linguistic effects are more harmful and should always be critically examined. It is
your job to detect these linguistic effects and remove the defects if the missing or distorted
information is crucial. The SOPHIST Set of REgulations will help you to identify and correct
the linguistic effects.

Documentation of Requirements

1.

Identifying linguistic effects in requirements based on signal words.

2.

Analyzing lost or corrupted information through targeted questions.

3.

Clearing away linguistic deficiencies or material errors by reshaping the requirement
using the answers given so that the effects are eliminated.

If you follow this analytical agenda, you can improve your requirements step by step.
When starting to work with the SOPHIST Set of REgulations, it is advisable to use only part of
the 18 rules. Based on our experience, we have assigned priorities to the rules to help you to
first identify those linguistic defects which lead to the most serious errors in the later course
of the project:
Resolve nominalizations that are not exactly defined
and write one or several new requirements with
a “good” main verb for every nominalization.

Please see [Rupp14] for more information on the distinction
between effect / defect.

Ask wh-questions about the main verb.

4.3.2 The SOPHIST Set of REgulations
Fortunately, people are governed by rules when using natural language to formulate knowledge. Thus, there are signs in natural language statements, whether oral or in writing, if one
or more of the above transformation processes have taken place. The SOPHIST Set of REgulations is based on these unconsciously applied rules and makes it possible during the system analysis to locate ambiguous and contradictory statements in requirements documents
in a defined and systematic way.

and thus improve the quality of your requirements

The SOPHIST Set of REgulations is a technique that allows you to recognize
deletions, generalizations and distortions in requirements, and to thus
uncover missing and distorted information.
uu

How do I use the SOPHIST Set of REgulations?

The SOPHIST Set of REgulations provides you with a methodological toolbox, containing a
total of 18 rules for the systematic analysis of your requirements.

Analytical application of the Set of REgulations on the basis of generated requirements
For each rule in the SOPHIST Set of REgulations, the following three steps are performed:
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Question vague nouns.

3
6
12

Requirements with incomplete conditional
structures should be checked and formulated
or described by another requirement.

17

Write one or more requirements for every
implicit assumption not described.

18

Fig. 15: SOPHIST Set of REgulations rules with the highest priority
With experience, you can then gradually add other rules. Also, use the requirements you
write down first as a “test basis”. The more you have internalized the rules, the easier it will be
for you, even in conversational situations such as interviews, to pay attention to linguistic
effects and already use the rules when formulating natural language requirements.

Constructive usage of the SOPHIST Set of REgulations
The SOPHIST Set of REgulations can be roughly divided into the following three processes:

•

Checking the individual words (components) of a requirement statement (rule
1-6)

•

Checking the requirement statement as a whole (rule 7-15)

•

Checking the requirement statement in the overall context (rule 16-18)
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The most important rules in the
SOPHIST Set of REgulations

u

Rule 3: Resolve nominalizations that are not precisely defined.

Nominalizations are nouns that capture complex processes in one word (“verbal noun”). This
conversion saves you the hassle of having to describe processes in detail. The danger is that,
in doing so, the processes themselves become obscured and information that is essential for
the description of the process will be lost by the nominalization.
Therefore, analyze each nominalization and check whether the process is sufficiently specified. If this is not the case, for each nominalization

•
•

specify one or more new requirements, each with a “good” main verb, OR
create a new glossary entry.

The library system shall facilitate borrowing.
Behind the nominalization ‘borrowing‘, a complex process combining a large amount of
information is hidden. Hence from the requirement it is not sufficiently clear

•

who is authorized to borrow media (i.e. Is a library card needed? Are there age
restrictions to pay attention to?)

•
•

which items can be borrowed

•

which actions are performed by the librarian during the borrowing process.

are there any costs

The nominalization in the requirement leaves a lot of questions unanswered. This often
indicates a distinct use case of its own in your requirements document. If you are able to
answer any of the questions above in your requirement document, you can leave the above
requirement as it is. Otherwise, you will find that resolving the nominalization results in
several additional requirements.
Generally speaking, it is not our aim to totally avoid or even prohibit nominalizations in
requirements. However, scrutinize each nominalization and insert it only when

•
•
•

your decision is professionally motivated,
the term is defined at a central point and
the nominalization leaves no room for interpretation.
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Rule 6: Analyze missing information regarding the main verb.

In order to clearly describe a process in a requirement, it is necessary that all the information
needed for the complete explanation of the main verb (process word) is contained in the
requirement. If questions about the process are still open, the corresponding information
must be detected and added to the requirement.
Scrutinize the main verb using the typical wh-questions. If you cannot answer all the questions
with the given information, some information was deleted. If the missing information is
relevant, then fill in the missing information.
The library system shall provide the user with the ability to display information about items
that can be borrowed.
From this requirement it is not clear what, when and how information is displayed. Therefore,
ask the key questions surrounding the main verb. By answering the questions “when”, “how”,
“where”, and “how often”, it can be established whether the process word is sufficiently
specified or whether the requirement must be supplemented with more information.
Eliminating the inadequately specified process words can lead to time-consuming reformulations of the requirement. Often, additional requirements result from the questions
surrounding the main verb, but you might also recognize that the original requirement must
be refined by adding more detailed requirements and thus replaced.

u

Rule 12: Scrutinize vague nouns.

In a requirement, both actors and objects are represented by nouns, for which a type of
behavior or a property is required.
If a noun does not describe a clearly grouped set of objects, such information was possibly
erroneously summarized. You should therefore get to the bottom of ambiguously formulated nouns and check whether the desired objects or actors have actually been designated
by the nouns.
The system shall be able to display statistics graphically.
In this requirement, the noun “statistics” needs to be observed more closely. Do “statistics”
refer to statistically calculated data from the items borrowed, figures relating to the library
system and how often it was accessed, or customer data? Clarify who or what is being referred to by vague nouns and which part of the said amount the noun aptly describes.
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Rule 17: Analyze incomplete conditional structures.

u

Each conditional situation requires a description of what should happen if the condition
does not occur. For this case (or these cases), clarify the system behavior, as well as each
condition that was not yet described.
If an item is not reserved, the library system shall provide the librarian with the ability to
continue with the borrowing process.
The requirement leaves the question open of how the system should act in the case of a
reserved item. If the respective system behavior has not been described, clarifying the question of the system response leads to an extension. If there are many distinguishable cases,
we recommend having separate requirements - otherwise it is sufficient to complement the
existing requirement.
It is important that you describe the system behavior for all cases - difficulties arise, in particular, when a simple case distinction with two categories is not sufficient. Thus, the analysis
of a case distinction might lead to very complex requirements, whereby the limits of natural
language are quickly reached. Suitable display methods to meet this challenge may be:

•

bullet points for the individual cases

•

decision tables, within which complex conditional structures can be depicted
clearly.

Decision tables, in particular, help to check the completeness of a conditional structure by
identifying variations of actions or conditions not described.

Rule 18: Analyze implicit assumptions in the requirement 		
statement.

u

When describing a system, it happens very often that especially technically experienced
stakeholders no longer communicate many relevant facts when requirements are being
determined. Such facts are assumed to be known or considered too trivial to describe. The
stakeholder is simply not aware of his extensive expertise.
Particularly for the sake of completeness, these inherent assumptions must be expatiated in
the form of requirements. This is the only mean of preventing the deletion of information,
without which the other statements or requirements do not make sense.
Descriptions often include statements that must be true in order for the description to make
sense. Such statements are made using signal words, indicating inherent assumptions such
as:

•

temporal/logical process descriptions

•

nouns that are more closely defined using a reference word
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Check implicit assumptions by following the following steps:

1. Identify the signal word in the description.
2. Check whether the signal word refers to an implicit assumption.
3. Check whether this implicit assumption is defined by means of other, alreadyexisting descriptions.

4. Explicitly define each implicit aspect that has not yet been described.
After the library system has saved the entered registration data of a new library user, the
library system shall print a library card.
Nouns that are detailed by a reference word are indicators of implicit assumptions. In the
example requirement, we note that the reference word “entered” before the noun “registration data” indicates that a function for entering registration data exists. If this has not yet been
described by means of a requirement, information was deleted and you have uncovered an
implicit assumption.
The SOPHIST Set of REgulations offers an approach that helps you to improve the quality of
your requirements. On the next page we give you an overview of all of the rules in the Set of
REgulations. For further information we recommend referring to [Rupp14].
Clear requirements, whose information has not been deleted, distorted or generalized,
make further work on the basis of your requirements document easier. You create a better
basis for contracts and facilitate communication between the stakeholders, thus requiring
less potential revisions and fewer change requests. That saves you time and, thus, money.
Note, however, that you do not need to apply all 18 rules to each specification level in
detail - on the upper levels of detail, you can already achieve significant improvements if
you “only” eliminate nominalizations (Rule 3) and ask the wh-questions (“Who?”, “What?” and
“Why?”) about the resulting main verbs. Familiarize yourself with the most important rules,
apply them, and incorporate further rules into your repertoire step by step. You will thus
continuously improve the quality of your requirements more and more.
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Priority
HIGH

Documentation of Requirements

Requirements Validation and Consolidation

Resolve nominalizations that are not exactly defined
and write one or several new requirements with
a “good” main verb for every nominalization.
Ask wh-questions about the main verb.
Question vague nouns.

17

Write one or more requirements for
every implicit assumption not described.

18

1

Express every process using unambiguous main verbs.

2

Write exactly one requirement statement for each main
verb.

5

Analyze missing information on the adjective or adverb
which is derived from a process verb and add information
if necessary.

7

Question the used numerals and quantifiers.
Clarify missing numerals and quantifiers.
Analyze exceptions to the usual behavior of the system
and extend the requirement resp. write an additional
requirement.

Priority
LOW

uu

Write every requirement in active voice.

Formulate adjectives in a way that can be measured or tested.

Validate requirements

Faulty requirements hinder development activities. The later an error is detected, the more
changes need to be undertaken - be it in the source code, the test artifacts or the architecture descriptions. Therefore, define quality criteria and assess your requirements thereafter
using these criteria at an early stage. Find yourself a suitable testing method that matches
your objectives and project circumstances. For more information about the validation of
requirements and the metrics for evaluating requirements see [Rupp14].
Define quality
criteria

8
10
11

uu

Choose methods to
assure quality

Define milestones for
quality assurance

Nominate
testers

Consolidate requirements

In the context of the requirements engineering, disagreements can occur at many turns. These
range from technical misunderstandings to severe personal conflicts, which cannot be
resolved without additional help.

16

Conflicts that are dealt with as part of the RE process describe the incompatibilities of
requirements based on a contradictory perception held by the respective stakeholders.

Dissolve light-verb constructions and
define the required process, which represents the
system’s behavior using a “good” main verb.

4

Formulate separate requirements for non-functional
aspects if these aspects are independent or needed
as a constraint for several functionalities.

9

Replace formulations that describe
possible or impossible situations.

13

Remove subordinate clauses that contain
irrelevant information for the requirement.

14

Shorten or eliminate flowery expressions or
phrases that are irrelevant for your requirement.

15

Fig. 16: The complete SOPHIST Set of REgulations.

Requirements Validation and Consolidation

Once your requirements are identified and documented, it is time to ensure, through the
validation and consolidation of these requirements, that they comply with established
quality criteria.

6
12

Requirements with incomplete conditional
structures should be checked and formulated
or described by another requirement.

Priority
MEDIUM

5.

3
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Once a conflict has been identified, it is the task of the requirements engineer to analyze it.
Based on this analysis, it can be seen whether and how the conflict can be resolved together
with the stakeholders involved. Following the resolution of a conflict, it is advisable to document the conflict, as well as the process and the result of the solution, in order to be able to
work out a solution for similar conflicts consistently and speedily.

Identification

Analysis

Resolution

Documentation
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6.

Requirements Management

Requirements Management

Requirements Management

6.1

Managing requirements, also known as requirements management, includes the processes
that support you during the requirements analysis and further use of such requirements. But
why would you want to deal at all with managing requirements?

uu

Requirements change

As requirements change frequently in the course of a project, it is necessary that you find
your way within your requirements specifications. Changes range from small repairs, such
as spelling errors, to complex changes that include extensive revisions of entire sections
of your specifications. A structured approach on how to deal with such so-called ΄change
requests΄ should be contained in your RE concept.

uu

Requirements are reused

Always keep in mind that requirements are never collected for their own sake, but that stakeholders, such as developers or testers, have to be able to read, understand and work with your
requirements. As a requirements engineer, you must therefore ensure that this comprehensive
information is presented clearly in the specifications.
In the following sections we will give you an insight into the world of requirements management (abbreviated ΄RM΄) as well as practical tips regarding the extent to which you should
carry out certain activities belonging to requirements management.

... increases customer
satisfaction.
... improves the
communication within
and between teams.

... increases the quality of
requirements, projects and
processes.
Good
requirements
management...

... spares the nerves of the
project members.
Fig. 17: Good requirements management pays off

... reduces project
costs and project
duration.

... simplifies the monitoring of
complex projects during all phases.
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How Much RM Makes Sense?

The importance of requirements management within the development process is directly
related to the parameters of your project.
While there is no precise specification concerning how much RM you should plan in, the
following factors can help you estimate the amount of RM needed:

•

The number of requirements and information: The more information and
requirements you collect, the more RM you are going to need.

•

The number of changes expected: If you learn a lot about a product during the
project, you can expect even more changes.

•

The estimated lifespan of the product: If the product has a long life, it might
entail many subsequent versions and maintenance work.

•

The persons involved in the RE process: Too many cooks spoil the broth - this is
also true in RM, where you have to clearly define and also adhere to your rightsrole concept and your processes when the number of people involved increases.

Specify in the rights-role matrix, who is allowed to
carry out which activities and when!

•

The availability and involvement of the stakeholders: The amount of RM
necessary will increase if the stakeholders involved are difficult to reach - this can
be seen, for example, when it comes to international projects.

•

The quality demands on the system: Enhancing and ensuring the quality of a
system usually goes hand-in-hand with more RM.

•

Reuse: If other, similar products or even product lines are to be developed, additional RM can simplify and accelerate the subsequent development.

•

The complexity of the development process.

•

Diverging stakeholder opinions: Require many votes, often entailing changes
- wide-ranging RM becomes necessary in order not to lose track.

The amount of requirements management needed should not be underestimated. However,
it is hard to give an accurate forecast of the expected effort and cost in advance. Based on
the above criteria, a rough guide to the expected amount of RM can, however, be identified.
In the following section we will take a closer look at some of the most important aspects of
RM.
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6.2

Requirements Management

Requirements Management

Versioning and Baselines

6.3

As requirements change over the course of a project, in order to be able to understand how
requirements have changed over time at a later date, the versioning of requirements has
proven to be a useful tool.

New version number = old version number +1

When creating a new version of a requirement, the requirement is firstly copied. The old requirement is kept and linked to the new version. This new version is also given a new version
number. The old requirement is entered into the history of your requirements specification.
You can now edit the new version. This procedure ensures that no information gets lost.
Many tools developed specifically for RM support versioning. This is one of the reasons for
using a professional RM tool.
1. Copy requirement

2. Link old version
with new version

3. Assign new version
number
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Traceability

Traceability is the ability to find out relationships of requirements to each other, to defined
objectives, but also to configurations and baselines. Only then can you find out, for instance
when the aim has been changed, which requirements are affected by these changes, what
requirements are needed for the development of a system functionality and which test cases
cover these requirements.
Implementing traceability requires that requirements have attributes. Use the attribute
values in order to get an overview of your requirements specifications by means of filtering
and generating views.

limits the selection of requirements and/or the attributes of a
requirement
Traceability provides the basis for effective and high-quality requirements management, as
it supports the following aspects:

•
•

Verifiability: Have all goals, requirements, test cases etc. been realized?

•

Impact analysis: What effect does the change of a goal have on the requirements
that describe the goal?

If a configuration includes all the requirements for a release, we speak of a ΄baseline΄ instead
of a ΄configuration΄. Give each configuration and baseline a unique name for identification
purposes.

•
•

Reuse: Which artifacts from the development process can I use in other projects?

In order to find out which requirements are part of a configuration or a baseline, you need
a traceability concept.

•

Maintenance and care: Root cause analysis, cost estimation for troubleshooting
etc.

also known as “freeze”
Moreover, versioning also helps you to plan releases and changes to requirements. In doing
so, one places requirements in an unalterable state, on which you can fall back at a later date.
This selection of requirements is referred to as ΄configuration΄.

Identifying gold-plated solutions: Which system functions have possibly not
been required? Which requirements have no source or serve no fixed target?

Accountability: How much effort has gone into the realization of a goal, a use
case or a single requirement?

Traceability is the ability to trace connections and dependencies between information at any time during the analysis, implementation,
maintenance and further development.
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Requirements Management

6.4

Conclusion

Change and Release Management

Frequent and complex changes to systems require a sophisticated approach to cover all
pending processes - be it collecting change requests, planning of releases, or rolling out the
changes. The appropriate techniques can be divided into the areas of change management
and release management.

uu Change management
Change management controls the life cycle of all changes with the aim to minimize interruptions in running processes. The activities of change management include

•
•
•

prioritizing requests for change
roughly describing change requests
taking decisions on the implementation of the change.

uu Release management
Once the planning, scheduling and control of builds and tests, as well as the integration into
existing services is pending, release management comes into play. The release manager has
a special role in the process by monitoring the compliance of all appointments.
If the implementation is complete, the new system must go to the customer. The release
depends on the respective project - a new product version can come out if many innovations
were implemented, or it can also start a recall if you have eliminated a critical error. Do not
forget to supply your service hotline, training staff, guide authors and all other relevant roles
with the necessary information, e.g. in the form of release notes, in order to prepare them in
time for the changes.

Ensure the realization of
approved change requests

Change
Management

Planning

Release
Management

Evaluate and approve
change requests
Fig. 18: Change and Release Management

Operation

Deploy realized change
requests

7.
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Conclusion

Requirements of a system form the core of successful system development. A project can
succeed or fail thanks to them since they constitute the basis for contracts, proper implementation and development, tests and acceptance criteria.
As part of this booklet, we have tried to give you an idea of what the fundamental work
of a requirements engineer entails. In doing so, we laid the focus on the elicitation and
documentation of requirements in natural language, as this is the basis for the further work
of a requirements engineer. The activities shown belong to the set of tools of a requirements
analyst and help to increase the chances of successful project completion from the start.
However, the work of a requirements engineer does not end with documenting requirements, as he needs to accompany the entire project in order to support the project team
when it comes to the validation and consolidation of requirements. In addition, requirements management is an important task, which begins before the documentation of the
first requirement and, ideally, is maintained over the entire life cycle of the system.
Requirements engineering is a sophisticated field that opens up many possibilities.
Professional RE thus boosts the chances of a project΄s success, not only with regard to the
IT environment, as it can be ensured by means of thorough analysis that

•
•
•

the system being developed is fully described
the fulfillment of objectives is ensured by the associated requirements
only validated and consolidated requirements, which serve the purpose of reaching the objectives, are implemented.

Although the initial cost may seem high - you will save a lot of money if you are developing in
the right direction and according to the customer΄s requirements from the very beginning.
Requirements engineering pays off!
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